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Abstract: We present our experimental results on generating photon pairs entangled in 
a transverse-mode Bell state in few-mode optical fiber by controlling the transverse mode 
of the pump to selectively excite spontaneous four-wave mixing processes. 

Photon-pair sources exploiting the high-dimensional nature of transverse spatial modes have been studied in free
space [1], waveguides [2], and optical fibers [3], towards expanding quantum information processing capabilities
beyond the typical qubit-based protocols. Optical fiber has the advantage of direct generation of entangled photon
pairs via spontaneous four-wave mixing (SFWM) in modes that can be seamlessly interfaced with existing optical
fiber technology, but there has been little progress in generating and verifying transverse-mode entanglement in
optical fiber. Here, we incorporate a mode multiplexing technique developed to increase classical communication
capacity [4] to demonstrate photon-pair generation in a transverse-mode Bell state in few-mode optical fiber. This
technique has the potential to be extended to highly multimode states without multi-input multi-output process-
ing through the use of a single dynamic spatial light modulator (SLM) [4]. The source [3, 5–7] also can enable
hybrid entanglement [5], corresponding to inseparability between the transverse and frequency degrees of free-
dom, and allows flexibility in engineering the quantum state by adjusting pump bandwidth, fiber length, and fiber
birefringence.

Fig. 1. Simplified experimental setup. SMF: single-mode optical fiber, SLM: spatial light modula-
tor, PMF: polarization-maintaining optical fiber, DM: dichroic mirror, IF: interference spectral filter,
APD: avalanche photodiode, TDC: time-to-digital converter. Polarization optics are omitted for sim-
plicity.

To show entanglement of the excited modes in a two-dimensional transverse mode Bell state, we use an SLM to
control the pump transverse-spatial mode and thus the modes in which the photon pairs are emitted. For photon-
pair generation and control (see simplified setup shown Fig. 1), a reflective SLM is placed in the Fourier plane
before a few-mode polarization-maintaining optical fiber to control the transverse modes of two pump photons, and
thus to selectively excite two out of fifteen SFWM processes that create signal and idler photon pairs in a particular
frequency-transverse-mode entangled state. The available modes were determined via simulations building off
our previous work [3]. By setting the pump modes to be |Tp1⟩ = |Tp2⟩ = (|e⟩+ |o⟩)/

√
2 and applying spectral
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filtering to block intermodal SFWM processes corresponding to a pump mode |eo⟩, we select two frequency-
indistinguishable SFWM processes comprising a maximally entangled transverse-mode Bell state between the
photons, |TsTi⟩ ⊗ |ωsωi⟩ = (|ee⟩+ |oo⟩)/

√
2⊗ |ωsωi⟩, where Tp1,p2, Ts, and Ti are the transverse modes of the

pump, signal and idler, respectively; ωs (ωi) is the frequency of the signal (idler) photon; and we have used
the following shorthand notation for linearly polarized (LP) modes: |e⟩ = |LP11e⟩ , |o⟩ = |LP11o⟩, where e (o)
corresponds to even (odd) parity with respect to the polarization-maintaining fiber’s slow axis.

Fig. 2. Real (left) and imaginary (right) parts of the experimentally reconstructed density matrix ρ of
a transverse-mode entangled state via quantum state tomography, with axes labeled with the signal
and idler transverse mode states, |TsTi⟩.

To verify the entanglement of our target state, quantum state tomography was conducted with measurement
basis states of {|e⟩ , |o⟩ ,(|e⟩+ |o⟩)/

√
2,(|e⟩− |o⟩)/

√
2}⊗2, which corresponds to a total of 16 coincidence pro-

jective measurements. We use another SLM to project the transverse modes of the signal and idler photons into
the mode of SMFs only when they coincide with the measurement mode. The SMFs are connected to APDs for
coincidence measurements. Using the experimentally obtained density matrix, shown in Fig. 2, a Bell state purity
of tr[ρ2] = 0.68 and a tangle of 0.35 were calculated. This being our very first result showing transverse mode
entanglement in optical fiber, there are clear roads to improvement: removal of chirp from the pump, more precise
control of pump transverse modes, more accurate spectral filtering, and longer acquisition time should lead to
values that exhibit better resemblance with the target transverse mode Bell state in the near future.

In summary, we present preliminary results on generation and verification of transverse-mode-entangled photon
pairs in optical fiber, where creation was controlled via pump transverse mode and states were measured via
transverse mode quantum state tomography.
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